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UNM.Drops In
Federal Funding
Rank In Nation

,.,.,
/l!:o· ·--1':J.)
c'L
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ByDEBRASANCHEZ
UNM dropped in rank from 54th in .June, 1972, to 77th by
June, 1973, among the top 100 colleges and universities
r~ceiving federal funds.·
An increase of g9vernment funding last year brought UNM's
figure only 3.5 per cent above the 1971·72 figure, so UNM's
rank may drop even lower when the National Science
Foundation makes 1973-74 comparative figures available.
The university received $18,597,000 for grants, work-study,
anti. research in 1971-72. That figure was decreased to
$12,633,000 for 1972-73, bringing UNM down to number 77 in
line for government funding.
.
During the past two years, 598 UNM research proposals have
been denied funds.
Over one·third of the $12,633,000 UNM received in 1972•73
was used to finance 159 research projects totaling $4,908,536
-rexcludintnndirect costs). An additional 275 research proposals
made that yjear were not awarded funds.
i..J!_~ MOT.Researchfproposals processed by the office of reseJtrch and
,...., ·Vf,;;f" Wlowship ~rvices for 197 3·7 4. totaled 517, an increase over the .
.
i
previous ye r of 83. In spite of the increase in proposals, federal
U
fands to U M were increased to $19,232,016, only 3.5 per cent
i $ f97~er the o!f_! 1971·72 figure. Over half of the allocated funds,
..,..
$10,178,8~, was used to finance 194 of the 517 reseaich
proposals. ade last year.
Wednesday, October 9, 1974 ·
•na. ~iJlvlund B. Kasner, director .of research and scholarship ·
l~s, sa~ he feels UNM is being cheated out of federal fu~ds
"becau-se it lbcks political voting power in Washington and as well
..lUlillh areflemic,standing.
"UNM doesn't have enough representation in Washington to
make our university known at all times," Kasner said. "I go
back·(to Washington) once or twice a year and I try to cover the
whole university." But what we really need is a permanent
representative in Washington.''
Kasner said it would take a decision from the university
By DEBORAH ..JOHNSON
in another field. A study of · Therefore, the committee
administration and $40,000 to $70,000 a year to maintain a
The faculty aaembly voted in various ways to make early . decided to "maintain the present
representative in Washington.
favor the . tenure revision plan retirement more attractive is also system, but with considerable
"You can't get a bum," he said.
.
proposed by the Academic -recommended in the new plan.
tightening up," Cohen said.
Kasner admitted that although research applications are
Tbe plan was a -'response to
Higher levels of performance
Freedom and Tenure Committee
increasing each year, another reason many proposals are not
(AFTC) at ita meeting yesterday. concern over the need to maintain and more specific documentcation
awarded funds may be that the applications are not very good.
The new plan s~resses "more flexibility iii university programs will be required of faculty
"Some proposals, proposers, and reviewers are not good," he
'rigorou~r application ··of the should enrol,lments enter a steady
members who are granted tenure
said.
·minimum requirements for 1tateorevendeeline."
in the future.
Kasner suggested the university provide clerical and financ:ial
recommendations >con.:e~i~l tbe · However, Sanford Cohen, .. To·evaluate these requirements,
aid to its pro~tpective researchers. Since researchen, or
' • aw~ding ottouura;.!.' ....:.. ~.-:..- ....:.~· c~h"a..i ·II m;aJil ::..;.o.tt"41tb••.__ARQ'...C .. ....a::.. Unhte.t\.aiby ..mo.n ure. .. Review
..principal inl'estigators," are almost all faculty members, havfng
The plan also states that "UNM committee; said when the Committee will be appointed.
their proposals typed for them at no charge would be a big time
will not award immediate tenure · committee began to examine the IJltis committee will consist of
saver, Kagner said. And if their department had enough funds,
to new~y appointed faculty issue, it found that there was three faculty members from the
·the department chairman could hire somqone to replace them in
members except in occasionhl Oexibility in the existing system. CoJiege of Arts and Seiences, two
.
the classroom while they are working on proposals.
·cases dictated by university The committee's report states that each .from the Colleges of
"With more funding, and perhaps a central office to work
needs."
·
..normal turnover due to death, Education, Engineering, and Fine
through, principal investigators would have more time and
Under the new plan, faculty retirement, and _resignations 4fts, and the School of Medicine,
inclination to· produce more and better proposals, and thus
members in a department with would allow for most, if not all, and one from ea~h .of the other
generate more federal funds," Kasner said. ·
(Contllmed on page 7)
declining enrollment may retrain the ~eeded.flexibility."
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Faculty Approves Plan-----·-For Awarding Tenure

's Von D(lniken A ~Foreign Cosmonaut'?

By ORLANJ)O MEDINA and
flashed scenes from the past and 1952, which showed Cayapo
JOHN ltUCKER
imaginary NASA watercolors.
Indians wearing straw suits
"Were the gods of antiquity
Our Star Trek adventure ended, modeled after a suit worn by a
. foreign cosmonauts?"·
·_
and Vbn Daniken mturned us to sky god, he quickly panned to a
... Erich Von Daniken thinks IW, earth (almost) and launched into slide showing Neil Armstrong en
. and so did a packed gallery at his technological explanation of · regalia on the moon. Then be
Popejoy Hall that either believed ancient man's touch with divinity. 'zoomed back to Ezekie1.
·
in oosmic consciousnell or were
"Some 3000 years BC,
Apparently an art' lover, Von
out to prove that there is a sucker .Sumerians discovered the use of Daniken shared with us a series of
. bom every minute.
cylinder seals,"' said Von Daniken. paintings done by a semi-religious
The maest.-o was fifteen Whatcylindersealshadtodowith NASA engineer, who has
minutes late . in starting and the lecture is unclear.
"designed" a . spaceship on the
Von Daniken claimed to- see basis of Ezekiel's description.
provoked students were heard to
iieited Radials?
.•
mutter, "Even John Denver didn't flying gods, horses and other
keep me waiting this long," or aerial phenomena on th'e seals but
It would put the. ·starshap
"He's Swiss-he should know how · closer · inspection seem to reveal Enterprise to shame, equipped
to be on time."
only starfish and satyrs.
.with a phallic nuclear reactor,
After a tedious introduction,
Epic Defen.e
f o u r · r o tar y - b I a de s an ~·
Von 'Daniken started hia magic_ .He seemed on firmer ground omnidirectional radial tires.
lantern show which intially when he quoted ancient texts
The entertaining Von Daniken
consisted of castoffs from such· as 'the Babylonian eP.ic ironically noted that NASA had
obsefV'atories, NASA, and Flash Gilgamesh. The hero, Enkidu, .obtained a patent for Ezekiel's
Oordon.
_
.
.
·
(lescribed being ·flown .over the uwheel within a wheel," but
With the Crab Nebula glowing lartd by a god, and his experiences ignored several problems.
·
in the background., Von Daniken do seem to coincide with those of
If these foreign cosmonauts
asked the audience to come with the astronauts•. Examples · were were advanced enough to develpp
him on an imaginary .apace descriptions of the earth .from a a nuclear drive, why the need for
·'\foyag~, and s~cula~d .on the peat height . and the ·effects of "~tiq~e helicopter landing devi'!~•
effect modem •nventaons would gravity UIJ()n blasttlff.
darecbonal antennas or. glowang
have on "a primitive native
F'or the Judaeo..chirstiarta in reactors?
.
.
·intelligence...
.
.. . the . audience,. be cited passages· - Surely. an advanced race that
Daniken ·asserte-d we would be from Eze.kiel, de8Cribing the could leap acrou the galaxy could
aeen u gods, and the traditidn. of landing. of what he called "a develop scout. ships that landed
our landing would be p888ed down spaceship."
withbut requiring an atmosphere
'.'The gods are ~lways (helicopters w.on•t work _in a
and embellished from generation
to genetlltion, forming a basis for accompanie• by smoke, fire, vacuum), could broadcast .a few
religion.
.
· trembling and loud noise. hundred miles, and would have a
11
This might be the beginning' Whenever the great god descends. decent coolant for their reactors.
V.D. took ua on a tour of th~
for a great religion," h~ intoned he craahes," quipped the
·While blinking. his po~ket entertaining Mr. D.
pdmitive world, terminating in
Duhlilht at the projectionist, who
After a nostalgic picture from South America, with itl caves,

.,

artifacts and monolithic stone
jigsaw puzzles.
Laser Grafitti
• He implied the rocks were not
cut by stone chisels, but by laser
beams. The. area around Cuzco is
Jittered with such alien grafitti;
which interlock with

machine-ground p~ctsion.
Then it was off to the Plain of
Nazca, which brought a squeal of
deiight from the Von Daniken
fans in the audience. Nazca i~
covered with strange, runwaylike
markings and huge tatoos of
(Continued on page 8)
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First·Rabies Victim's Condition Stabilized
By DAN WILLIAMS
A young Navajo girl with the
state's first confirmed human case
of rabies in over 20 years was

officiais there suspected she had
something more serious than
encephalitis.
The ~irl was bitten by a dog

Dr, Russell Snyder, associate district Public Health Division ~rl was J].Ot given shots."
Hattwick, or a member of his
professor of ne11rology and emphasized that it is "vitally
important"
that
all
pet
owners
CDC
staff planned to fly to
pediatrics, said the girl'!! condition
have
their
animals
vaccinated
for
'
Gallup
late yesterday to begin
has been stabili:;:ed and
co!ltrol. m~as11res for a potential
physicians have performed and rabies.
"It's such a dreadful disease," epJdemJC m the Window Rock
tracheotomy to help relieve her
she
said. "We're sorry the young area.
breathing. They have also taken
~=-~--~------------measures to relieve the pressure
inside her head, which is often a
cause of death in this disease.
"We're by no means out of the
woods with Kathy," one staff
member said, "but we are pleased
that she has come this far and is

rANSPRfAD

stabili:~:ed,"

Immediately after the girl was
brought to BCMC, samples of her
saliva, blood and corneal scrapings
· off the eye were packed in dry ice
and sent by plane to Atlanta,
Georgia, in an effort to confirm
the aiagnosis. The results-positive
rabies-were telephoned to BCMC
Monday afterno~n.
Snyder said 1f the girl survives,
it will take one or two months for
her to completely overcome the
symptoms and be out of danger.
Last year a case of rabies,
survived in the United States-a
boy in Ohio. The doctor from the
Communicable Disease Center
(CDC) in Atlanta, Ga., who was
one of that boy's physicians, Dr.
Michael Hattwick, flew into
Ruuelt Snyder, Associate Professor of Neurology and Pediatrics
. Albuquerque early yesterday and
a~d Dr. Eva Wallen, director of the district PgJJiic Health Division
briefed the BCMC staff on further
uy rabies victim's condition is "stabilized." '
care. Dr. Hattwick was not
available for comment.
Kathy is the daughter of Mr.
admitted to the intensive pediatric two weeks ago near Window
care unit in Bernalillo County RtiCk.Arix., but the symptoms did and Mrs. Lynwood Roubideaux of
Medical Center early Monday not show up until last week. She Mission, S.C., and was staying in
was never given rabies shots and Window Rock with her
morning••
Kathy R.oubidea'ux, 6, was ·the dog was taken to the grandmother, Mrs. Nora Smiley,
brought to BCMC at 2 a.m. from veterinal'ian and slain, one when the dog bit her.
Dr. Eva Wallen, director of the
.GaUup, N.M., after public health hospi~al official said •

·Popejoy Hall Damaged
By CAREN SPRAGUE
of sneaking up through the
'lb_ey came to hear Jackson catacombs under Popejoy and
Browne and Boimie Raitt Rodey 'ftteatre. Fire laws make. it
Sunday-and left the Popejoy Hall necessary that all areas have exit
staff wondering if rock eoncerts doors. This means that someone
should ever be held there again.
who knows his way around knows
The house staff. aided by the how to get into Popejoy without
campus police, confiscated liquor going past the ticket takers.
and tried to enforce no smoking · "What we need here is the little
rules, but it was a losing battle. old man system," insisted George
Holes were burned in the carpet Schreiber who is in charge of the
toilets in the ladies' restroom wer~ technical crew at Popejoy.
stopped up, a drunk urinated on
"That's one little old man who
the carpet in the main concert hall . has a key to everything. And
and another urinated in the phone nobody gets in or gets out unless
booth just outside. ·
the little old man )mows why it's
"This is that future generation necessary. That would keep
that we keep hearing about," .Jeff people from sneaking Up from the
Deitch said, shaking his head • .Jeff,
a sophomore at UNM and Popejoy
House Manager, directed a crew of
UNIVERSITY OF OSLO
eight regular employees and
twenty four volunteer ushers ill
INTERNATIONAL
an attempt to keep thin!PI moving
unoothly for the two shows. •
SUMMER SCHOOL
Again it was a losing batUe,
&nployees swept up wall to Wall
OSLO, NORWAY
.cigarette butta after it was decided
to keep the lobby closed during
June 28 to August a; 1975
the matinee intermluion, 'Ibis was .
done in an attempt to keep people'
from unuggling ticket stubs out to
friends in the outer lobby Blld
UNDERGRADUATE AND
friends conaequently getting in
GRADUATE COURSES
·flee.
.
International Student Body
'ftte plan bad to be abandoned
For c.~talog write to: ..
for the evening show because of
Oslo Summe; School Admissions
the incredible mess made during
c/o St. Olaf College
the matinee.
Northfield, Mn. 5505 7

basement."
He then paused to say, "I
don't care if she wants to talk to
God!" to one of the ticket takers
who was trying to explain to a
young lady why she could not get
in "just to talk to Tom Hogg," he
went back to the sound booth.

...

lFIE A1E$AGE ·
OF LCNE ••• lFIE
LO'jE OF CHRISJ
FOR ALL PEOPLE.

Have you ever considered the priesthood as a way
to serve people? The Paulist Fathers are a small
community of American priests. Progressive, searching,
young and energetic, they form a religious family.
A Paulist is a man of the Spirit, a man of his time.
He rejoices in the signs of hope around him and
celebrates with the people he .serves.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit, or parish
house, on the campus, in the inner-city. He communi·
cates with the spoken word, the printed page, and with
contemporary media. His mission is to all of America.
His message is love; the love of Christ for all people.
For more information send for The Peulist Paper5
Write. to: Father Don
Clmpbell, Room 100

c.
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Federal Strip Mining Bill Action Delayed
WASHINGTON

optimistic about its eventual

.S (UPI)-House·Senate conferees passage, but admitted the new

C5 Tuesday night delayed further
0 action c;m a. c_ompr?mise _federal
.c coal str1p mmmg lllll untJJ after

delay was "a modest risk."
Udall added, under questioning,
that a nationwide coal strike
.S November elections only four threatened for Novembm• by
l>o hours after President Ford called
mineworkers "could be an
=; its passage "priority legislative element" in the adjourned
~ action."
negotiations.
g The measure was one of four
But Udall ·said he was
'::<! Ford specifically mentioned in his encouraged about approval by the
~ speech to a joint session of White House if cong1:ess passes a
iie congress as required to increase law, based on Ford's remarks.
Gl energy supplies,
·
In his speech, Ford said:
Z
The conferees again deadlocked "Priority legislative action to
rtf over a key provision regarding increase energy supply
§!. protection of rights of land requires ... passage of surface
tf owners with western· lands where mining legislation to ensure
the federal government owns adequate supply with common
mineral rights.
sense environmental protection,"
Rep •. Morris K. Udall, D·Ariz.,
After three hours of wrestling
conference chairman, said he was with proposals to cover surface

owner rights, without reaching
agreement, Udall terminated the
session and set the next meeting
for Nov. 19.
Congres.s is tentatively
scheduled to go into an election
l'ecess this Friday and return Nov.

which has taken up virt~tally all
the debate at the last ihl·ee sessions
covers land, mostly in the west,
where ranchers ware granted
surface ownership under federal
hom~stead laws, but the federal

goven1mcn I. retained mineral
rights to the coal underground.
The problem is how to get coal
out while respecting the rights of
the property owners to not have
their land spoiled.

12.

The controversial provision,
Auditions for the Great Escape
Coffee House will be held Tues., 709
p,m. in Rm, 129 of the SUB,

Musicians, En~ertaincrs~ of aU kinds,
poets and aud1enccs arc welcome. Call
298·9977 fol'lnore ino,

The largest cartoon ever published
was one covering two floors (35 feet
by 30 feet) on a building opposite the
United Nations Headquarters in New
York City~ depicting the enslavement
by the USSR of eight Eastern
European nations.

Harrison Concert

George Hru:rison concc1t packages will be available for UNM
students in the SUB, Room 248.
The cost is $49.34 for a two night stay in Denver and $58.40
for three nights. The price includes mund trip by bus between
Denver and Albuquerque, tickets to the main floor of the concert
held at the Denver Coliseum, as well as accommodations·.",["
All money must be in cash by Octobm· 16 to the Popular
Entertainment Committee Office, Room 248 of the SUB.
For further information contact Steve Schroeder in the SUB,
Room 24 fl.

'

Stolen Skeleton
Found .BY Cops.
By SARAH SEIDMAN
An entire human skeleton stolen last April from Hodgin Hall
was recovered through the sheriff's department in July, campus
police reported Monday.
Two drug arrests have been made on campus, one for
"possession of dangerous drugs" and one for "possession of
marijuana," but neither offender was a UNM student.
Police said they do not look for drug users and will only
arrest those caught with a substantial amount of drugs.
As reported yesterday in the LOBO, sexual cl'imes and
bicycle larcenies m·e two major problems handled by the force.
Police also handle parking permit thefts. Eleven permits have
been stolen in the first semester of '7 4, with five stolen permit
users arrested and charged with fraud at the county jail.
Purses and wallets stolen from Popejoy Hall and the SUB,
typewriters and a $650 calculator taken from the Psychology
building, and fumiture stolen from various dormitOl'ies on
campus contribute to the growing problem of theft.
Police m·gc all university people to discourage larceny by
locking their dorm rooms and windows, cars and office dra·wel·s.
Vandalism is low on the crime Jist, with only one SUB
window smashing reported, but apparently stealing hubcaps is
still prestigious with two thefts 1·eportcd this year.
Seven automobiles have been burglarized for tape players,
speakers, guitars, and other valuables; a total Joss of almost
$1,200.

s

Et«<lto•ie

1' iZ'Mt4 e•.
2620 Rhode Island Street N.E:
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone (505) 293:&181

Complete Electronic
Supplies
f9r the Hobbyist
Ex~rimenter

Professional
Amplifien

Boob
·capaciton

Dlodet
Resiston
Transislon
Test Equipment
Receiving Tubes
Picture Tubes
Recording Tapes

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms·
Rolon
Transfonnen
Wire
Speaken
· Controls
Cables

The campus police have also recently been involved with
cases of dog. bites and disorderly conduct on campus.

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY

CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL•

•oFFERS A NEW PROGRAM•
OF SPRING -ENTERING
FULL-TIME LAW STUDY

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better under·
standing.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

Our half-a-million gr!Jduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

•~---'W-i-th-2-'f-··-•n_d_3·_v_••_'_9_••_d_u_.t_io_n_o_p_ti_on_•_l___
AMPLE SPACE
is t>~oilohle t>f our new laeilifie• in both Orange County anti
Son Diego for o/1 qualified applicants ./o all pari· and full•
lime programs.

·

WHOLE-PERSON ADMISSIONS:
Appllconls fo WSU are ne~er accepted or rejeeled •olely
on the basis ol LSAT scores and undergraduole GPA's.

NEED TO READ FAST£R?
COME TO A ·FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATAlOGUE

800 South Brookhurst

Anaheim, Ca. 92804
(7141 635-3453
APPLY NOW FOR DAY, EVENING, OR WEEKEND
CLASSES BEGINNING FEBRUARY 3, 1975

--•-PROVISIONALLY ACCREDitED BY THE COMMITTEE OF
liAR E)(AMINERS OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

I

f
i

Room 231-E ·
Student Union Building
UNM Campus

~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call·266-7322 for Information/Student Plan

.J
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

~

ASUNM Pres. Explains Center Veto

j

In ~he wake of. recent
o occ~rrences· concer.n.mg the
1;: fundmg of the Rape CriSis Center,

it is appropriate to clarify the
o" stand ta~en by mr administrat!on
'8 and outlme goals for the commg
..:I year..
. .
.
This year :OY admm1strat10n
~ Will. be committe~ to tw? a~eas:
· Q se~,c~
and qualify, .~his JS a
.S:l deviation fr?~ the ,P 0 s 1 ~10 n taken
~ by pas~a~mlmstratu~ns m that the
~ trend set m recent y~ars has been
toward t~e creatiOn of n?w
z bureaucrat~c pro~ams, ~rviCe
• was emphas1zed w1th quahty left
': behind in the S~IB~'?ws. ~t is the
}I stl\nd of my, ad"!1m~trat1on that
"" ASU~M. can t sw1m ''! the sea. of
~edwcr,ty .and survz.ve, Actn~e
1mpl~mentatton of th1s stand !s
apphcable to all programs an~ IS
no e~sy task, ~t re_q,u~res
ev~~:Iuabon, constructive cntiCJsm,
SSSIStance a~~ ~nc~uragemcnt,
Rape Cr1s1s mtJally approac~ed
AS~NM one.year ago. re.questm~
assistance m .estabhshmg and
implementing th!'lh- program. This
was done in recognition of
ASUNM's financial' constraints
and with the understanding that
c;;J

. . Debased Money
Is The Cause
Of Inflation

By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFSI-Had they set out to prove one of the central theses of
Marxism, Mr. Ford and his fellow politicians of both parties couldn't have done it
neater. After growling about "e~otbitant prices" In oil, Mr. Ford then said (In a
quote which may Yet find its place in the Museum of Imperialism! that,
"Throughout history, nations have gone to war over natural advantages such as
water or food or convenient passages on land or sea."
If the 'President of the United States says things like that, the Marxists need not
tell us that our system is built on· forcing foreigners to sell their raw materials to
us at low prices and to buy our manufactured goods at high ones. In addition, Dr.
Kissinger warned the U,N. in basso tones about "decisions to restrict production
and maintain an artificial price level." And there is Sen. Scoop Jackson in the
Congress, simplifying it yet further by calling the prices foreign oil producers
charge "tribute."
By any known definition of capitalism, there is no such thing, of course, as an
exorbitant or an unfair or an unjust price. Any price and everY price, high or low,
is a just price, if a willing seller will take it and a willing buyer will give it, Thus, in
reality, Mr. Fofd, who is dead set against price control in America, wants to
impose it on Arabia.
The Money and Credit Supply
But President Ford's flinging the American fleet up the River Mecca to rid the
world of unfair oil pricing will have the most negligible effect on the cost of grub
at the checkout counter. Inflation must rage on as before, because raising prices
doesn't cause inflation. The prices are a result of inflation, The inflation of what?
Either the money supply or the credit supply, which are the same thing.
Prices and wages go up because mare dollars ~ave been printed and therefore
they are worthjess; Without inflation, the rise in the price of anything means that
peopla will either buy less of it or less of something else. Thu~ raising the price of
oil can cause much hardship and many dislocations, but it can't cause inflation.
That's something we do to ourselves.
Neither Mr. Ford nor Dr. Kissinger has ever claimed to have made a study of
economics, but there are people around them who have. No school of economic
analysis believer' that raising the Price of a commodity, not even such an
important one as oil, can by Itself be Inflationary. If a country debases the value
of its money-prints more of it to pay the price-that's a different matter.
Then why is Mr. Ford saying that "exorbitant prices run the risk of a
worldwide depression and threaten the breakdown of world or.der and safety?"
Can aU of that happen just because the Arabs and Iranians now have large
amounts of money either to bank or invest? Hardly. Then what are they afraid
of? It would seem the basis of the fear is that the oil producers' wanting to.sell for
cash instead of credit may precipitate a collapse of an overblown, horrendously
unstable international banking structure. Depending on who you talk to, there is
anywhere from $75 billion to $200 billion floating offshore in a daisy chain of
IOUs. The opinion is that many of the borrowers are insolvent, and that the
demands of the oll·producing countries for payment are going to force creditors
to start calling in their loans.
'Built in Protections' ·
.
With the President talking about "worldwide depression" and "ultimate
bankruptcy," we might do well to take a look at the "built·in protections" which
most of us have been told will prevent another 1929-39. None of those that
apply to the stock market-the margin reqUirements,. the securities and Exchange
Commission, broker insurance-has preyented a crash,
.
What about unemployment compensation, welfare and Social Security? In
addition to individuals, these programs were made to keep purchasing
power up, thereby guaranteeing a certain level below which business couldn't
slump. At the time, it was probably considered impossible to have this kind of
recession and inflation at the same time, but we do, and there is ample evidence
to argue that the recession is actually caused by the inflation. If that is the case,
the famous ''built·in protections," which are deliberately designed to be
inflationary, may make matters worse.
Since we've never been in a situation like this before, the past is a misleading
IJ.Iide, as are those fright nostalgia pieces coming out on the Depression. We may
have a new kind of Depression, where the prices never drop and where the
character of the unemployment is totally different from 45 years ago.
With a lot of luck, it'll turn out that the President and everybody else who's
sounding alarmed and alarmist are mistaken, But in .any case, wild swings at Arabs
and Venezuelans and Indonesians are the kind of misleading diversion that will
compound confusion later on,

..

Irritated?
Every year rumors float around campus of students mistreated by
professors; of faculty members who neglect to meet with classes; of
arrogant disregard of student rights.
As part of an inVMtigatio11 t() answer this question, New Mexico
Lobo asks any readers with personal knowledge of such incidents to
contact Richard Bowman, 217-4202 (LOBO) or 268·5209 (home).
~
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'SHOW ME SOMETHING I'D WANT TO SPEND A DOLLAR ONI'

The State Of The Economy
(The following is a recapitulation of an article titled
The Managed Depression by David Deitch, "The
'Nation," Aug. 31, 1974.)
In recent months the press has carried a lot of talk
about the worldwide capitalist system creating the
conditions for a 1930's style bust; whereas, there is
another viewpoint which sees society In a depression
now, suffering a "managed" form of the disease as
distinguished from the popular notion of
depression-collapse. A collapse is characterized by a
steep decline in production, massive unemployment,
bankruptcies and financial failures, a deflation of prices.
The managed depression we are at present experiencing,
however, involves a general decline in working-class
living standards, intractable inflation, corporate inability
or unwillingness to invest at a satisfactory rate In real
production and new technology, a growing tendency to
underproduce and manufacture shortages as the means by
which profit rates can be maintained, a larger and larger
portion of output devoted to servicing the growing debt,
and inescapable involvement of the state in rationalizing
.the .system to accomodate these depression conditions.
The root of the crisis is the inherent tendency of a
capitalist system to accumulate paper-property titles,
otherwise referred to as claims on production. Beyond
the need to account for depreciation and the
replacement of old machinery, the system must
"overprice" its goods relative to purchasing power and
make up the difference by extending further credit. The
problem is located within the credit system that finds it
increasingly difficult to accommodate the necessary
on-the-cuff buying. The point is that wliile .faulty
ilistribution of income may be blamed. for many
troubles of the capitalitt system it does not produce a
breakdown. The availability of credit guarantees that all
productioq is sold, and breakdown looms when credit is
withdravvn or becomes too expensive. In order to avert
collapse, the energy of .the system is drained off.looted
of its real output-so that debt can be serviced.
As a percentage of gross corporate product (the
output of nonfinancial corporations I, net corporate debt
rose from 86 per dollar of GCP in 1948 to $1.11 in
1960, to $1.20 in 1965, to $1.54 in 1970, and to $1.63
in 1973. At the same time, internal sources of funds
(retained profits and depreciation allowances) dropped
steadily from an average 67% in the 1960-67 period to
41% in 1973. As a result of rising demand to credit
finance expansion and service old debt corp()rate
liquidity (the ability to meet debts as they come doe)
grew shaky, The stepped up use of debt provided the
leverage to maintain the rate ·Of return on cash
Investment. But the failure of production to match the
rise in debt created the conditions for the inflation of
the 1970's while the United States and the advan~ed
industrialized world became preoccupied with the
management of financial assets rather than production as
the dynamic souree of profits. As the parasitic and
nonproductive financial sector of the economy grew
larger, a greater portion of the system's il!al profit
would be devoted to maintaining the debt service upon
which the financial sector depended. The falling
tendency of the rl!te of profit-especially in the latter

half of the 1960's-meant that the rise in absolute profits
would move into speculative outlets. Mobil Oil would
rather pour almost a half 11 billion dollars into. buying
the Montgomery Ward retail chain than expand its oil
refining capacity. Large commercial banks were more
interested in creating super·parasitic Real Estate
Investment Trusts than in lending funds to productive
industry. CommoditY and currency speculation replaced
investment in new manufacturing capacity.
In the end, only real profit from investment in the
production of real goods can make viable the growing
pyramid of of financial paper. Lacking these productive
investment outlets, financial interests are given to
passing these pieces of financial paper among themselves,
incurring new interest pbligations to pay off the old
debt, causing the total mass of paper to rise, the money
supply to eKpand way beyond the ability of l!roduction
to match. .
Increasingly illiquid banks aod industrial corporations
are dependent upon a high rate of price inflation in
!)rder to maintain profits and service debt, but suffer
from a contradictiM where the same price inflation is •
causing an explosion In the demand for borrowed funds.
Corporations must borrow steadily larger amounts
because inflation is overvaluing their assets, hence raising
their reported profits, while the huge cost of capital is
depressing the rate of return on new investment.
The major materials industries (primary metals,
refined petroleum, cement, paper and fiber products)
have been unable or unwilling to expand facilities fast
enough in recent years to avoid record high capacity
utilization rates. The utilization of capacity in these
basic industries rose in eight consecutive quarters, from
about 84% in late 19J.1 to 96% in the last half of 1973,
at which point it began to decline. The corporations
have obviously resisted any notion of investment in
excess capacity, and indeed are unable to invest at a
more rapid rate that would alleviate developing
shortages.
The inflationary process has eroded profitability,
hence sufficient capital is unavailable at a price low
enough to create useful investment. The bankers who
lend the money understand very well that U.S.
corporations are experiencing major capital deficiencies,
which automaticalfy guarantees an extremely high and
rising· rate· of inflation in coming years. It seems that
there is no way that this capital can be raised without a
more or less steady erosion in the standard of living of
working people. The long range prospect, assuming no
collapse, if for more shortages in a variety of foods,
fuels, and raw materials leading to forced rationing and
even forced savings to produce the capital needs for
investment. •
The simple fact is that people are not wanted, because
consumers are not wanted, b~ause capital cannot be
. found til produce the goods. There isn't enough liquiditY
and profits to go around. Assumin!J that economic
collapse does not intervene, the general liquidity crisis
will force an acceleration of corporate mergers and the
tendency towards state capitalism in the U.S •. The
upcoming intra-capitalist battle will be between thOse
who favor the rise of a large sector to produce the
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Atkins·
has plans for
your happiness.
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"\Vho Invited Us?", a film dealing

US intervention in developing

countries, will be shown on Wed., Oct.
9 at 1:30 p.m. & 3 p.m. in Rm. 231-.E

of the SUB. Admission is Free.
Sponsored by Citizens for a
Humanitarian Aid Policy.

Bike park bas security Mon'·Fri., 8·5
p;m, Anyone leaving his bike after does
so at his own risk. Located at rear of
Carlisle Gym,
Volunteers needed to help operate
the ASA Gallery located in NW corner
of SUB. Please contact Susan Brown at
247·8715 or put a note in campus

mail.

wasn't provided, Time passed and .required (This I did anyway!)
operations,
Rape Crisis managed to 'obtain a
3) I did not believe Rape Crisis
3) to encourage adequate
small grant from Levi Strauss & had fully pursued outside sources
evaluation of Rape Crisis by the
Co, in order to sustain themselves of funding as promised.
senate
through the summer.
4) The information I finally
Thr~ugh my action I believe
Fall rolled around and the Rape received raised questions for
that this administration has
Crisis Center again approached which I had no answers. ·
benefited not only Rape Crisis
AS UNM. Upon passage of its
What I accomplished through
and the pellple they serve, but the
appropriation bill by sepate, I my veto was:
Associated Students. as a whole.
repeated my request· of early
1) to reaffirm ASUNM's
Should similar situation~ arise, my
summer for informatiol\, but it financial position in relation to
administration will continue to
wasn't until the evening of the Rape Crisis, ASUNM cannot
take •the same stand to insure the
lOth day,.after the Rape Crisis bill continue to fund Rape Crisis. We
highest levels of service and
was passed by senate, that I just don't have the money!
quality for the Associated
received' this material. (I only have
2) encourage Rape Crisis to
Students.
10 days to act on legislation,) I -~i~m~p~r~o~v~e=-~t~h:e~q~u~a~h~'t~y~~o~f~i:ts:..•iiiiiiii•••~G~il~b~e~rt~o~~~~~
thim decided to veto the bill
recognizing that the result would
be a controversial one. In making
my decision, I took the following
into consideration:
1) I had been .assured by one
of the directors that Rape Crisis
report, a list of outside agencies would continue to operate, at a
that had been approached and a .reduced leVel, should the bill be
copy of the Rape Crisis proposal. vetoed.
(When you make a personal
2) There was a good possibility
investment wouldn't you want to. that my veto would be
Southwestern Lif'e llil
know wl;ere your dollars are overridden. If not, I would suggest
Happiness is what we sell
going what they are used for and to Senate th·a t the bill be
what' the status is of ·your reintroduced and re-evaluated
Albuquerque /255·1613
investment?) The information given the information I had
with

.

Fifth Cola•n

outside funding would be
necessary. The expected result
was that Rape Crisis would be·
spun off from ASUNM after a
year's tim.e. During that year there
was very little- communication
between Rape Crisis and ASUNM.
I did meet with the d·irectors of
the Center at the beginning of the
summer of ~74, at which time
more· financial assistance was
requested. Since I can't
appropriate funds, I couldn't offer
financial assistance at the level
needed. I did, however, offer wh!lt
I could in the form of limited
money out of my contingency
fund and in the form of
suggestions for alternative funding·
(private foundations, city, state
and federal grants and grants from
medical foundations,) At that
time, I also requested a status

Public Relations Committee will
meet in Rm. 231 of the SUB 5:30
p.m., Wed.
Delta Sigma Pi will meet Thurs. at
7:30p.m. in tbe SUB.
Christian Student Ctr will meet on
Thurs. at 7 p.m. at the Ctr. The center
is located on Girard at Central
(almost).
Women's medical self help and PAP
clinic at Student Health Ctr,. Rm, 220,
Wed. 2•4 p.m. Minimal charges for PAP
·Smears. Speculums for sale.
Folksong Club will meet in Rm.
231·D .at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB on
'rhurs.
Presidential Appointments
Committee meets Wed., 6 p.m. in Rm.
230 of SUB.
Sigma Nu fraternity is forming a
cbapt<Jr at UNM. National
representatives will lit: in the SUB

Tues., \Vcd., and Thurs. to answer

questions.

There will be a meeting of.
anthropology, maiors and other
.interested undergraduates l'hurs., Oct.
10, at 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall 202
to elect two new members to the
dept.'s Committee on Undergraduate
Studies and to discuss the
departmental honors progratl),

UNM Jazz Ensemble: Will be

()--_S)~)

pcrfonning in -the central ballroom of

tbc SUB on Thurs., Oct, 10, from
12:36-2:30, All students welcome, no

admission.

~--

lllilla

__

The NM Rape Crisis • Center can
receive donations thru the University
Fund if specifically designated by the
donor. Call 277·3393 for more info,
. The UNM Student Veteran's Assoc,
will be holding its annUal elections Fri.,
Oct, 11 at a: 30 p.m. in Room 250·E of
·the SUB,

s.~og;-

f'or Appointments Call
Ron Cisneros

Intermural and recreation checkout

program. ID required. Small fcc for

camping equipment. Other equipment

255-3279

includes tents, snowshoes. Reservations
can be made a week in advance at

107 WASHINGTON S.E,

Carlisle Gym during office hours.

Coffee and conversation at the

Honors Center will he 'rhurs. this week
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. This week's

guest: Dr. Mary Powers:, who wlll speak

on Ireland.·
Volunteers needed to work at PIRG
Weights and Measures project or In
office at 2026 Mesa Vista. Contact
Chris Perry at 255-1261 PIRG ore,
277·27 38 or Torrey Baird at 243·0873,
There will be a special meeting Oct.
9 for all Native-American students at
UNM. The meeting will be in the Kiva
!Club at the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas NE at 8:30 p.m. ~·ay bread
and chili will be served at 6 p.m.
Recreation and Leisure Society will
bold its first meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
Rm. 150 of Johnson Gym on Wed,
This Is an organizational meeting for all
recreation majors and minors and those
in related fields.
The Mountain Club will meet Wed.,
Oct, 9, at 7:30 p,m, in Room 129 of
tbe SUB, For more info call Dick at
247·4813 or Ken at 2g8-3014.
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Anyone intereated in joining

CORDUROY
JEAN
BELLS
Tan, Navy
Sand, Grey
Brown, Green
Burgandy

$13.00

lobo
MENS

Students for Apodaca call 292·1505,

L....

FREE GROUND SCHOOL

Each Thursday·& Friday at 7:00 PM
SOUTHWEST HANG GLIDING CENTER

3119 San Mateo NE/344-5854
Home of the

~

Electra

-"Death Wish':

Clockwork
"Death Wish"
Cinema East 1
Directed by David Winner

' By JRFFREY
* * HUDSON
*

The Soviet Georgian Dancers and Tsilitse
perform tonight at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.

What's this! Clockwork
Orange-New York Style. Hope
Lange has a five minute part
before she is kicked to death by
some of New York's finest bit
actors, Her husband, a Korean
conscientious objector, goes into
shock from his society, He
suddenly finds himself seeking
revenge,
That's it! That's what the
movie does to the viewer. For
every hold up, robber, rape,
you've ever read, dreaded or
experienced Death Wish is the
feeling, the sigh of revenge,
without hesitation, a ruthless
Pl}rging of hostilities. And only a
stone face like Charles Bronson
could have pulled it off, Bronson
of th!l Clint Eastwood school of

Worner: Country Steel
By JOHN FELMAN
As Warner Mack passed a
store-room full of liquor, he
remembered how he had once
performed in Boston in a Mafia
owned night club. Warner,
unaware of what was occuriltg,
had to sing right through a raid by
·the FBI, who were searching for
booze that had been hijacked by
Mafia personnel and had ended up
in the club. Evidently, a warning
call had been placed to the bar
and people everywhere were busy
stuffing whiskey bottles in any
sort of hiding place.
Warner Mack's description of
that club is quite different from
his description of Big Jim's Night
Club on Central, where Mack is
ending ·a three-night engagement
tonight. "Big Jim's is one of the
nicest clubs I've ever seen," says
Warner addil1g, "I think they've
got a heck of a house band." '11tat
bank, Jay Dugas and the Kords,
have been backing Mack on the
bandstand,
Warner started his career in
1957, on Decca Records, with a
song called "Is It Wrong," a
record which he wrote and which
has sold two and a half million
copies (by various artists). In

1965, he scored a big success with
"The Bridge Washed Out," which
was Lloyd Green's (one of
Nashville's finest steel guitarists)
first major recording session,
Warner recalls that at that time,
Lloyd Green was selling shoes. He
was impressed with Green's steel
picking style and says, "If I could
have him (Green) to myself, I
would have been able to have a
sound as singulal' as Bank
Williams." WnL'ner, a
self-confessed "Hank Willimns
Man," realized that. J>m't of what
made his records extremely
populm·, as with those of Hank
Williams, was the innovative stccl
guitar found on all their
recordings,
Wnmer, who had ·1 top ten hits
in a row, six of them number one
on the Country charts, will return
home to Nashville and· the D.J.
cottvention there after closing
here in Albuquerque,
Warner, having recorded many
of his own compositions, is now
ready to record a fast tune, since
his last two refcased were, ballads.
Even though he enjoys singing a
ballad, "this time I'm looking for
just a good fast·tcmpo song, I
don't care where it comes from."

acting is only hindered by the
spoken line, otherwise he is
the perfect barbarian, southwest
sheriff, the hero of instant justice.
J-Ic does what the people would
like to do.
Death Wish makes a lot of
statements: land developing in the
desert, paying for the wife's
commitment with insurance. But
the biggest one is its protagonist's
definition of civilization: apathy.
'fh<'ir answct-Vigilantc Man.
Stel:'ped in the news media's
reward of recognition, Bronson
puts on his Vigilante Man's suit (a
suit of expensive cut) and hits the
s!l·ect. He goes out and asks fot· it,
sets the cwoks up, bales them,
'fhere is no stopping him. He kills
them nil. Shooting some 'twice,
thrice, making sure they're dead.
But New York City has a
problem. Not wanting to martyr
him, they must get rid or him. He
gets sent to another town.
One. could point out Death
IVish's cinematic faults and the
improbabilities of the part
Bronson plays, but it is only to set
up the theme and philosophy to
get at the apathy of civilization
where our only outliet is to be in
a movie theater.
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POPEJOY HALL

ii!~iiiilliliii-· AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

and

Sandia Kiwanis
present

Clay

~rancisco

The youngest recorded
commercially pUblished auUtor is Janet
Aitchison who wrote "The Pirates'
Tlile" when aged five and one-half
years. It was' published as a Puffin
Book by Penguin Books, England, in
April 1969, when site was six and
one-half years.
The largest publisher in the world is
the U.s. Government Printing Office in
Washington, D.C. The Superintendent
of Documents Division dispatches
more than 150,000,000 items every
year. The annual list of new t!Ues and
annuals is about 6,000.

-

Bored Walk
Po~try

Reading: Pat Smith will
read the poetry of Anne Sexton;
Alumni Chapel, Thursday at 8
p.m. The reading is sponsored by
Women Studies.
Poetry Reading: The
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series opens
its season with a reading Monday
night, Featuring Geof Young and
Laura Chester, it is slated for 8
pm in the Kiva, Free,
Dance: The Soviet Gerogian
Dan!lers, accompanied by the
Tsilitsi Choir, perform tonight at
8 pm in Popejoy Hall.
Lecture: Lucienne and Stephen
Dimitroff speak on Muralist Diego
Rivera tonight at 8 pm in Keller
Hall. Free.
L~cture: ·Dr, Mary Powers
speaks on Ireland tomorrow from
1:30 to 3:30 pm in the Honors
Center Lounge,
·
R~cital; The works of Ernest
Bloch will be performed by
members of the UNM music
faculty; Thursday, 8 pm, Keller
Hall. Admission is $1.50,
Recital: Rob~Jrt Geiwitz,
pianist, performs at Keller Hall;
Saturday at 8 pm. Free.
Recital: Bassonist Artemus
Edwards performs at Keller Hall
this coming Sunday at 4 pm.
·
Admission is $1.50,
'Concert: Warner Mack, country
steel guitarist, will play tonight
only at Big Jim's.
Concert: Ray Price performs at
the Arabian Horse Show at
Tingley on Thrusday, Call the
Coliseum for showtimes.
Concert: The Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra, freaturing
pianist Phi Iippe En tremont,
pl'rforms next Tuesday night at
8:15 pm in Popejoy Hall,
Photography: An exhibit of
Ernest Bloch photos will he on
display at the UNl\1 Museum of
Art; beginning 7 pm on Thursday
night. I•'ree.
Film: "Who Invited Us," a film
on the issue of US intervention
will be screened at 1:30 pm and 3
pm today itt Room 231-E of the
SUB. Free.
Film: "White Heat," starring
James Cagltey, plays tonight in
the SUB, 7 & 9 pm. $1 admission.
Film: Alain Resnais' "Je
T' Aime, Je T'Aime" will be
shown tomorrow night in ·the
SUB, 7 & 9 pm. Admission is $1.
Film: Lassie and Timmie star in

f

The Second Sex

~2.95

1.95
6.95
2.95

Film: Makajevev'se
"WR-Mysteries of the Organism" g.
plays on Friday night in the SUB; g.
7, 9 & 11 pm. Admission is $1.
~

Tenure

Meeting: The Folksong Club
meets in Room 231·D of the SUB
tomorrow night at 7:30pm,
Radio: "The Plot Theory of
History," Sol Yurick reviews the
MORE Counter Convention in
New York; KUNM, 7 pm.

Action in Women's powder puff football continues this week·with
the finals set Friday (see photo).
Men's intramural volleyball competition is next Monday, Oct. 14
with a meeting of the manager's this Thursday. Co-recreation
paddleball is also scheduled for Oct, 14.
·Some of the other upcoming intramural activities are as follows:
Co·rec volleyball entries are due Thursday Oct, 10 with competition
set for Oct. 17. Men's handball, and cross country entry deadlines are
Tuesday, Oct. 22 with competition set for the following Monday, Oct.
28. Women's badminton entry deadline for doubles and singles·
competition is Wednesday Oct. 16 with competition Wednesday and
Thursday, Oct. 23-24. Paddleball for women entries are due Tuesday,
Oct. 29 with competition set for Monday, Nov. 4.
Signup for all these events at the intramural office in Johnson Gym.
The recreation and leisure society, a club for both recreation
students and faculty, has been formed and is now open for active
membership to undergraduate and graduate students either majoring
or minoring in recreation, as well as faculty members in recreation and
related fields.
The objectives of the club are to further the collective welfare of its
members by maintaining high standards of professionalism, and
offering the student a voice in the operations of the recreation
department,
The club will have an organizational meeting Wednesday, Oct. 9, at
7:30 in Johnson Gym Rm. 150. Fo1· further information contact
Christy Cusack at Holiday Park Community Center or any member of
the recreation faculty: . _ "- _

Radio: "Death Education," a
Minnesota University professor
talks about his experiences
teaching seminars on death,
KUNM, Thursday at 7 pm.
Radio: "Pagan Press Review,"
an account of the persecution of
pagans; KUNM, Monday at 7 pm,
Radio: "Women In Rural &
Middle America," women view
their selves and tlieir lifestyles;
KUNM, Tuesday at 7 pm.
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• Rolling Stone
• ZapComix
Zoo World
.
_. • Mother Earth News
Village Voice
• Out of state newspapers
Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection
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for a formal
relationship the engagement
ring marks the next
step in your love story.

jewelers;:~
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ENJOY A GLASS
OF ICE COLD
COKE WITH YOUR

BRAWNY BEEF COMBO
It's the
real thing.

265-6631

Coke.

Ed Boykin
Brad Bramer

BI.G B0 Y
FAMILY RESTAURANT

"Coc::a.Cc!a·· and

·co~e"

are r(!gl.,fetcd ftade-mmks Whh::h

tden11fy l'le s.ai!1E: produel of The Coca.Cflla Company

··~··

..

at the Wednesday Nite Dances
8-1 2 pm • . • in the SUB ballroom

I
I
I

BRAWNY BEEF COMBINATION
WITH EACH BRAWNY BEEF COMBINATION
PURCHASED
•

Richard Monk

The Last Mile Ramblers

..

~
~
~

the Store for Diamonds

Coll~eMaster·..-----.

BRAZIL

ONE CO.UPON
PER
COMBINATION
(No Substitutes)
Void aHer November 3, 1974

Ttado-lrta«'

I
I
1
1

:
FOR RESTAURANT USE:

~

Sale .Amount~---- -----~·---~I
Cred1t --~----~--.. .
_~

Total .
Date &·Initials

--~-~··-·~-

1
I

~------~---~---~---~-----------~----~

-.

14-66
21-86

say it allln Diamonds

Call the Fideliey Union
Field
Associate
•
m.your
area:

77

'6rdterll1!ld Your personal service jeweler

butterfield

23
5

1037
131
. 906
226.5
55
32
5
562
140,5
2
284
1468
367:o
12-182
22-212
12-8

The English languaee contains about
490,000 words, plus anoUter 300,000
technical terms, Ute most in any
language, but It is doubtful if any
individual uses more titan 60,000.
"Basic English," devised in 1930 by C.
K, Ogden, consists of 850 words.
Written English eontains about 10,000
words, while spoken English among the
better educated has about 5,000

Fin~ o~t.,why.

OPEN SUNDAYS 9-5
IIIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIII11111

•

degree-granting colleges and
schools.
Vice President Chester
Travelstead, who presently makes
the tenure recommendations said
he supported the idea of a tenure
committee. He said it would do a
great deal to help establish a
uniform tenure policy, although it
would be tremendously
backlogged at first.
The AFTC tenure plan was
passed after the faculty
considered a substitute proposal
introduced by Dean Nathaniel
Wollman, which would have
included three year term
contracts. Wollman's proposal was
simijar to the one considered by
the faculty at their September
. meeting.
In other action, the faculty
discussed the proposed test
requirement for graduating
seniors, but lost a quorum before
· Ute issue could be brought to a
vote.

'Tear after year, semester·
. I after semester, the
CollegeMasterefrom
Fideligr Union Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.

text by Tony Hill·e· rm1n •

$19.95

75
NO,
14

12
39
First DowtlS Passing
203
Yards Ken Lege
102
5
First Downs Penalty
126 KeVin Thompson
11
72
Total First Downs
7
71
110 . Preston Dennard
s5 Floyd Perry
65
518 Yards Gained Rushing
7
6
53
56 Steve Bauer
111 Yards Lost Rushing
5
71
23 Preston Hall
407
Net Yards Rushing
7 Chester Goodson
5
22
101,7 Yards Rushing Per Game
4
0 GU Stewart
41
131 Passes Attempted
SmoJ[cy Tunnan
2
18
75
Passes Completed
Yards roby Parrish
1
10
4
Interceptions
814
floward Jones
1
4
814 Net Yards Passing
NO,
YARDS PUNTING
AVG,
203,5 Ya.rds Passing Per Game
154 Steve Bauer
25
41.6
5
Touchdowns Passes
Total Points 282 Total Plays
SCORING
1221 Total Offense
26
K<>n Lege
305.2 Total Offense Per Game
22
Bob Berg
6-43 Punt Returns-Yards '
6
Toby Parrish
16·143Penaltie&-Yards
6
Ron Wallace
13·9 Fumbles-Lost
6
Peto Robison
SCORE BY QUARTERS
TEAM TOTALS
Opp,' UNM
' 10
29
13
UNM
26
16
23
Fil:st Downs Rushillg
49 Opp,
28

(continued {rom page 1)

· Vol1mteers: Are needed to lielp
operate the ASA Gallery. If
interested, call Susan Brown at
247-8715 or drop a message to
the galler through the campus
mail.

418 Central S.W.
843·7559

' 3
Corpp.

Sports

<C

Film: "Right On!," featuring ;..
Harlem's Last Poets, will be . ..,.
<=
shown . at the SUB, .Saturday ""'
evening at 7, 9 & 11 pm. A Film
Committee presentation,
admission will be $1.
·

1:!:3~\~

Carries
36
23
31
18
4
36

Daily lobo

and his beautiful film

Friday October 11-7:30 pm
A~ults $1.50
Fac/Staff$1.25
Students,.children $1.00
Tel. 277~3121

RUSHING
Chester Goodson
Toby. Parrish
Kevin Thompson·
Floyd Perry
Howard Jones
Steve Meyer
Smokey Turman
PASSING
Att,
Steve Meyer
131
PASS RECEIVING
Pete Robison

0

.!

Our Bodies. Our Selves
Women & Madness
Roots of American
Feminist Thought

In tram

~

"The Treasure," playing today in
the SUB, 10 am through 3 pm, 0"
Free.
t::l
Film: "Brazil,'' a~
travel-adventure film, shows at 1:"'
Popejoy at 7:30 pm, Friday night. g.

:

LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE
2406 Central S.E.

Four Game Football Stats

'-

fl

r

Von Daniken
(Continued from page 1)

animals which only may be seen
in their' entirety from the air.
There are several explanations
for the markings. Onfl .group

claims that Nazca is covered with
Inca roads, but as Mr. -D. points
out, the "roads" begin and end
nowhere.
Von Daniken claims to have
been misquoted in the recent
television special, "In Search of
Ancient Astronauts," which

Filth Colu111n
. (Continued from page 4)

•

"

goocJs, versus those who· wish.to facilitate the next huge
mcrease in monopoly capital. In either case,
working-class living standards must decline. As in the
highly leveraged, virtually insolvent Japanese~ corporate
stati, labor costs must continue to go down in real terms
sine~ a bankrupt company's employees are merged into
the $\Jrviving firm at sharply reduced pay.
The last point is a warning. Fascism results in building
an institutional structure to force the working class to
accommodate itself to a significant decline in living
standards. While the mass base and sacial trappings have
yet to arrive, nevertheless we are on our way,
MARXIST WORKERS CO!-L,.ECJ.I~E .

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10~ per word per da:r with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 61
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads publlabed five
or more consecutive days,
Tenns: Pa:vment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron HaJJ, Room '132
(W ,

tnGil

Cluslfled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

1)

PERSONALS

GSA NEEDS representatives on these
committees: Cultural Comm., Popejoy
Hall Bd., Entrance & Credits, Library
Comm.; ALSO. - one Administrative
ABSistant. Applications available in GSA
10/11
office, rm. 106, SUB.
'NOT PLANNING ON FLUNKING out
but doing It anyway.? CaJI AGORA student to student help. 277·3013. 10/11
:MASSAGE: Oriental Shiatsu treatment in·
structlon, 266·2776. Men, women, chil·
dren welcome.
10/ll
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247·981'9.
tfn

2)
•

LOST & FOUNP

LOST - LARGE 4-mo.-oJd male dog.
Black w/white on neck, fl!et & tail.
Carlisle & Coal. No tags. Reward.
Please caU 268·5267.
10/15
FOUND: MALE BEAGLE PUP. Wyom·
ing and Los Altos go]( course; Call 265:
2909.
10/15
FOUND: Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
& Hebrew: Berlitz Sel£ Teacher, Call
867-5925.
10/14
LOST: Oct. 7 !rom Central Methodist
Church parking lot-basket or prlz~
winning hand-painted china. Thlward.
~W~~
1WU
FOUND: SEVEN KEYS on a ring &
left in ASUNM government offices. GM,
Samsonite & other keys. Identify &
claim, rm .132, Marron Hall.
10/9

3)

SERVICES ·

CARPOOL TO UNM from Four Hills
Area M-F. Reasonable houl'll, 298·1636.
10/9
TYPING IBM SELECTRIC language math s:vmbols. ftuent in Spanish, 897·
0990.
10/9
TUTORING IN MATH, PHYSICS. Grad·
uate with three years experience. 266·
7304.
10/11
&e COPIES, no minimum. Open '7 :30 •
'1:30 DATACO. 1'112 Lomas at. University.
10/18
PROFESSIONAL CARPET CLEANING,
living room and haJJ cleaned proCessionally for only $16 also insta1Jations,
242·6969.
10/9
SPANISH TUTOR needed for graduate
student. Prefer native of Spanish-speaking COIDitry, 266·9681}.
10/9
PASSPORT, mENTIFICATION 11hotoa.
Lowest prices In town, fut, pJealn.r.
Near UNM. CaD 266·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
tfn
CALL NEW MEXtC() EDlTYPE: last,
accurate typing and/or editing, 266·
-45G7.
10/U
6·ST1UNG BANJO LESSONS: Begin•
ning, .advanl!ed. FraiJing, eJawha~r~mer,
2 & 3 finger picking. American, Irish
,. flddle tunes. 1!36·1877, -•
10/14

___

._.._._.,_..._..,_.._..._,

Friendly Flower Shop
Albuquerque_ Floral Design
School
• We · specialize

in

gree11

.

plants and macrame.

3424
S.E. 266·9296
..,.._Central
.._...._,_,..,...._..._,_.
i

SERVICES

FREE RETAIL CATALOG: Pipes, water•
pipes, bongs, cigarette papers, rolling
machines, superstones, clips, under·
ground comix, etc.; Gabriella's Goodies,
Box 434, Hollywood, CA. 90028. 10/10
BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. Lowest
possible prices on wheel building, tru·
ing, overhauls, adjustments. Same day
service. Frame & fork repaim. New &
used bikes for sale. 268·7290,
10/!J

·4)

FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENT, $136·$146.
Utilities paid. See owner, 123 Girard
SE.
,
10/14
FURNISHED- STUDIO APARTMENT,
new wall to wall carpeting, Stereo,
dishes Pots and pans. Quiet couple. No
pets. See to appreciate. Call 242-8022
after 5 :00 PM.
10/14
2 APT (DUPLEX) $76 each. Needs
some fix-up, .will asaist. Lomas and
Loulaiana. CaJI Hal, 265·3697.
10/1.1
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder ovemiaht
sleep tomorrow, '166·1111.
tfn
TRADE-TWO MAMUJA 21-' X 2% 3
lenses Lietz 35mm enlarger for Leica
M4, 4615 Central NE.
10/10
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooma.
Very clean, near Unlvenlty and north
we~~t. 242-7814, 247·1006, 242·1871.
tfn

5)

FORSALE

1969 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE 61,000
mi. P.S., auto. 8.&3-6154.
10/.15
1970 CHEVY MALIDU, AC, Power steer·
bm, low milen~te, 277·6207, 1·988·2050.
$960.
10/16
GOOD SOFA, $40, Captain's chaim, 292·
0895.
10/15
SONY TC-127 cnss~tte tleck and TEAC
AN-60 Dolby system. llh yrs. old. $160,
842-9377.
10/14
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equipment from the profe!ll!ionnls at the Trail
Haus-Sales, rentnls, seJ'\Iicc, ami clinics.
Since 1967, New. Mexico's lending 11ki
touring center-Trail Haua, 1931 San
Mateo SE. 256·9190.
10/10
ROSSIGNOL ROC 560'11 206 em with
Look/Nevada bindings, 266-6014. 10/11
GOLD STREET CIRCUS. Records, taP•
estries, beads. 182Q Central SE. 243·
1988.
10/11
HEAVY SAND BAG for either boxing or
.karate tfaining. See Gilbert at UNM
Printing Plant.
10/11
1971 AUSTIN AMERICA. Good running
condition. Excellent mileage, Ideal Stu•
dent car. $960. Hughes, 243·2841, 9-C
~enings 265·4616, 265..0505, .10/11
HANG-GLIDER, very attractive & well
balanced, excellent condition, must 11el1.
842•1236.
10/9
POTTER'S WHEEL, Amaco - 2-apeed,
electric, $86, 266·2634 or 266·2663, .10/9
EXOTIC BEAD'S from around the world.
Turquoise . & silver jewelrY. The" Bead
Shaman. Old Town.
trn
OLD NmAGES, some 20 yean old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29,95, !!Om•
vJete systems, S69,95, heaters, S27.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Aer081l
from. Arbies. 268-8465.
tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60, 441 Wyom•
. Jng NE, 265-&98'1.
10/23
BACKPACKERS - Cclme lnapeet· New
Melltieo's moet coml'lete eeJeetlon of
equipment at D A C K . COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 268·8111.
ttn
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268·8898.
12/6

Shelf life

Tom Davies Bookshop
218 Central S.W.
247-2072

UPWARD BOUND. Out reach, orienta·
tive specialists, Mastem degree required
preferably in guidance & counseling.
Responsible lor coordinating the re•
cruitinlt & admissions process of UP·
ward Bound students. Orient sessions
for students & staff. Teach half time
during summer. Conduct activities &:
recreation programs. Ability to relate
to economicalJy and academicaJJy dis·
atlvantaged students. SalarY based on
education & experience. Send resumes to
PersoneJ Office, UB, Univemity of Al·
buquC!rque, St. J'oseph PJ. NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico; 87140, no later
than October 10.
10/10
HOUSEPARENTS FOR TREATMENT
group home for tecnagcl'll. No children.
Experience & rC!ferences. $600. Parttime school or work ok. 3.C5·3671 week·
~ys 9.6.
10/17
PART-TIME JOB, grl\fluate students only.
Afternoons & evenings. Must be able to
work Friday & Saturday nights. Must be
over 21 years old. Al}PIY in pcl'llon, no
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
store, 5704 Lomas NE and 5516 MenauJ
NE.
10/10

7)

~ago.n

C:lassifi•d•
Wark

. WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

••

'

You'll sail i_n February,
with the ship your class·
robm and the world your
campus ••• combining accredited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have ~lready-sailed
with WCA - join them! Fi·
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

MISCELLANEOUS

ORCA PRESENTS Flea Market Re-run,
Oct. 16. Apply at SUD l'm. 248. 10/15
SCRIPTURE READING, pra)'en, tonJB,
daily 7 PM, 426 Univemit7 NE, Canter•.
burY Chapel.
10/14

Wednesday

WCA, Chapman College

Free Films
Presents·

Box F, Orange, «;A 92666

Lassie and Timmy,
"Ul~e mrrusure''

Continuous showing

to a.m.-3 p.m.
Sub Theatre
House' Plant Sale at the
"'***-*******·******•
True American Shop

.hair design

next to Deli- City,
Dartmouth & Central.

fo( men

, Near UNI'J.

Covered
Mokers of-Hand Modi Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

·,

3)

implied that the Plain was a pre-Columbian America to
gigantic runway for spaceships.
~ explain such riddles as Palehque,
He said last 'night that Na:zca and prefers to see elaborate space
natives imitated the original tracks vehicles where ll(iggurats, biremes
of a spaceship, hoping to bring and trees of life would be just as
bacl( the gods. How they m_anaged appropriate.
to cut the roads and cohstt·uct . His theory of nuclear fusion,
figures that could only be seen which . he "claims to see
from a height that would make a demonstl·ated on . the Palenque
marching band director happy tomb, would never have gotten
were left unexplained. Nazca is the spacemen off the ground.
almost inexplainable unless one Hydrogen and helium do not fuse
accepts visitation from outer for the reaction, as he stated, but
space, yet Von Daniken has happy rathe1· two hydrogen atoms fuse
natives constructing the whole to form helium.
shebang. Some m·ight call this a
If Von Daniken was out of
death wish; Von Daniken bounds in describin·g anklets and
·contradicted himself by not bracelets as being part of a turtle
taking what could have been his necked space suit, he did close in_
own simple explanation.
a blaze of glory in showing an
The Phoenician Conn«!(ltion
ancient storage battery, an
Von Daniken consistently Egyptian machine-ground glass
ignores the possibility of a
lens (dating from 2663 BC) and.
Ph o en i cia n 1 and in g in the 10,000 year. old skull of a
bison, exhibited in the Moscow
museum, with a bullet hole in the .
5) FORSALE
forehead,
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
After a ten minute break, Mr.
other fine European Bicycles. Over .100
in stock, $76 to $600. WORLD CHAM· D. once again took the podium,
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PI. SE, and answered questions about the
· four blocks from UNM. 8U-9378, tfn
Bermuda Triangle, religion, the
' STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.96, 6 foot Ark of the Covenant, and Playboy
cord, soft ear pads. United Frelsht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn magazine.
Von Daniken feels that such
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970••1.00
tfn ancient monuments as Palenque,
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
the pyramids and Cuzco were
6) EMPLOYM~NT
evidence purposely left behind for
the right generation, a space age
generation, which were created in

For Appointment

Call 266·3169

Specializing_ in the lo.ng cut
Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 871 08

